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The transition from winter
comfort foods to fresh
spring flavors isn’t an
easy one. The dense, full-

bodied ingredients that have
imbued our recipes for so long
now seem just that— overused
and heavy. A need for bright
green in our food takes over, and
the distant summermemory of a
farmersmarket peddling tasty
ribbed asparagus and blushing
tomatoes begins to penetrate our
thoughts.

But at this time of year, there
really isn’t an option for fresh,
local produce.

Ahh, murkyMarch. Your roar-
ing weather is as unpredictable
as your first growth of the sea-
son. One would be hard-pressed
to accurately foretell the first
appearance of the Easter lily
amidMarch’s slushy snows and
70-degree weather, let alone the
first bunch of rhubarb, aspara-
gus, zucchini, or Swiss chard.
Yet, the craving for fresh flavors
and light ingredients in our
meals still prevails.

Could it be spring fever?
Perhaps the most logical way

to make the transition into
spring recipes is to take it gradu-
ally. First, lighten up the meals.
Check your garden and take
whatever it throws at you this
time of year— even if a sprig of
a fresh herb is your only harvest
of the season.

The quiche is an excellent “in-
between seasons” food.While
still light, it combines the hearti-
ness of a wintermeal and the
fresh flavor of vegetables and
herbs. A slice will make a deli-
cious, satisfying lunch or even a
light supper.

Perhaps the quiche’s greatest
asset is its ability to host an
infinitive array of starring fla-
vors. Even if your garden is a bit
sparse, you can ideally toss any-
thing into a quiche and it will still
exude a sort of polished elegance
of socialite couture. However, if
fresh is best for you, weave in a
bit of freshly grown Swiss chard.
Chard happily blooms in cold
weather and plants well in
springtime’s cold ground — a
perfect fresh ingredient for your
quiche.

Swiss chard has amilder fla-

vor than its bitter cousin,
spinach; yet, it has a buttery rich
taste and is slightly sweeter.
Complement the flavors of the
chard in this quiche with a
smidge of freshly grated nutmeg
and fresh thyme.

Stop for amoment to appreci-
ate the twofold perks of a freshly
baked quiche. Hot from the oven,
it will satisfy your cravings for
warm winter comfort food on
these cold early spring days,
while the light and fresh flavors
from your garden will give you
an early preview of spring’s first
harvest.
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There was a time when pasta wasn't pasta --
it was spaghetti, no matter what the shape
(although the shape was usually, well,
spaghetti-shaped). You ate spaghetti with a

tomato-based sauce, not with truffle oil or rare
mushrooms or squid. In some Italian-American
families, spaghetti was called macaroni, and the
sauce was called “gravy.” And that's what you ate.
Spaghetti with sauce;macaroni with gravy.

It seems like a long
time ago, a time before
even middle-schoolers
knew a caffe macchiato
from a double latte, and
before the words "high
end" and "Italian restau-
rant" were ever paired
together.When that
happened, it was out
with the red-checked
tablecloth and the cheap
Chianti and in with the
white linen and "Chianti
riserva." It was goodbye
spaghetti, hello pasta.

It's easy to be nostalgic for days of yore, but we
really wouldn't want the clock turned back -- at
least not in the kitchen. In the decades since
"spaghetti" became "pasta," we've been intro-
duced to more noodle shapes than we dreamed
existed; shapes like ears (orecchietti), bowties (far-
falle), bells (campanelle) and Rastafarian hairdos
(fusilli).We've slurped saucesmade with once-
exotic ingredients like basil and pine nuts,
pancetta, prosciutto and porcini mushrooms. In

short, we've dined well.
But every once in a while, I get a craving for old-

school spaghetti. I want it cooked and tossed with
butter and grated Parmesan cheese, or dripping
with olive oil and garlic -- the classic combo called
"aglio e olio." Or in a simple tomato sauce.

I looked where I always look for good Italian
food -- to the cookbooks of Lidia Matticchio Bas-
tianich -- and found the very dish to slake my crav-
ing in her newest book, "Lidia Cooks from the
Heart of Italy" (Knopf, 2009). This simple dish of
spaghetti tossed with oil, garlic and baked toma-
toes is lovely now, at the tail end of winter, but I
can't wait for summer, when the tomatoes are gar-
den fresh. It is from the region of Basilicata, which
Bastianich locates "in the instep of the foot of
Italy."

Iron the red-checked tablecloth, and cue the
Sinatra vinyl. As Lidia says on her PBS show,
"Tutti a tavola amangiare" ("Everyone to the table
to eat"). Buon appetito!
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MATZO,
MUSHROOM
AND ONION
KUGEL
The secret to
success here is
to first brown
the matzo in
the oven. This
savory dish can
replace any
stuffing served
with turkey.

MATZO BALLS,
VEGETABLE
SOUP
Matzo balls
with a spicy
kick. Turmeric
adds color,
while the other
spices add
flavor.

SAFFRON
CHICKEN
BROTH WITH
SPINACH
MATZO BALLS
This fresh take
on soup incor-
porates saffron
and spinach for
bright color in
the broth and
matzo balls.

Quiche with chard is a
great ‘in-between’ dish

A symbolic food of haste, steeped in tradition
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I
t’s flat and crunchy and,
this time of year, ubiqui-
tous in Jewish house-
holds.
Matzo is perhaps the

most symbolic food con-
sumed during the week
of Passover, this year

beginning at sunsetMonday.
In a holiday that begins with a

lengthy service and meal to go with
it, matzo is a food of haste, a
reminder of the Jews fleeing Egypt
and a cruel leader to find safety, with
no time to let dough rise into bread.

Though Jewish people eat the
unleavened bread — and banish leav-
ened products from their homes—
during the week of Passover, the
mitzvah, or good deed, of eating
matzo comes from consuming the
cracker-like baked good during the
Seder, the meal/service combo held
the first two nights of the holiday,

said Rabbi Eliezer Zalmanov, leader
of the Chabad of Northwest Indiana,
based inMunster.

Zalmanov is amatzo expert of
sorts. In past years, he’s traveled the
region demonstrating howmatzo is
made, toting a portable pizza oven.

“It’s an educational program. Peo-
ple may not be aware of howmatzo
ismade,” Zalmanov said, adding the
matzo he makes in the pizza oven
does notmeet the Jewish dietary
specifications, or laws of kosher, to
be eaten during Passover.

Most people use commercially
made matzo for the holiday, available
in grocery stores, though handmade
matzo is available by special order
from places in Chicago andNew York.

Zalmanov said he special-orders
hismatzo for the holiday.

“I encourage people to use the real

thing for the Seder, even if they use
boxed for the rest of the week,” he
said. “Because it’s handmade, it’s
always under lock and key. There’s
less chance for it to be leavened.”

Nobodymakes their own matzo,
Zalmanov said, because it’s simply
not practical.

“Unless you can get your oven up
to 2,000 degrees, it’s not really feasi-
ble,” he said. “The purpose of the
heat is to prevent the matzo from
rising asmuch as possible.”

The only ingredients in matzo are
flour and water. Formatzo to be
kosher for Passover, itmustmake it
into the oven within an 18-minute
window. Because of the extreme heat
in the oven, the matzo bakes in a
matter of seconds.

“Once the flour hits the water, it
begins rising almost immediately,”
Zalmanov said, adding the rest of the
year, matzo production is not limited
to that 18-minute window, and the
flour itself is not necessarily kosher
for Passover.

Passover
(Pesach): Begins at sundown Monday and
continues through Tuesday, April 6
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MATZO

A return to
spaghetti days

"Lidia Cooks from the Heart
of Italy" (Knopf, 2009)

Perhaps the quiche’s
greatest asset is its ability
to host an infinitive array
of starring flavors.“ quiche’sthePerhaps“ abilityitsisassetgreatest“


